Welcome to the Infrastructure Confluence Wiki!

If you can't find the information you want listed in the Topical Index, below, you can browse the Navigation Menu to the left or use the search field above, specifying the Infrastructure space.

If you have suggestions, or would like to contribute to this wiki, get in touch with the Infrastructure Team.

This wiki is an essential resource for the Infra team, and a secondary resource for PMCs and committers.

- For introductory information, visit the dev area of the ASF website.
- For access to information and services that Apache project PMCs and committers need, visit the Infra site.
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Services

ASF accounts
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- Puppet 3 to Puppet 6 Migration
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- Batch changing default branch for multiple repos
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- Git, GitHub and Gitbox
- Github Actions to DockerHub
- GitHub Pages
- GitHub repo: status and public_repo tokens
- Github Secrets and Tokens
- GitHub webhook relay service
- Publish a huge project website without checking it into Git
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- Creating a new repository
- Subversion - test a new master
- Subversion Administration
- Subversion basics
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- Building and deploying web sites with PyPubSub, Jenkins, and Buildbot
- Git - .asf.yaml features
- GitHub Pages
- How Apache Jena migrated from the CMS
- Jenkins
- Lets Encrypt
- Pelican and Buildbot for websites
- Project Websites
- Publish a huge project website without checking it into Git
Machines and VMs

Machines
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Virtual machines

- AWS - To The Cloud
- LeaseWeb
- Microsoft Azure
- Virtual machines for projects
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Account processes

- ASF LDAP and Account Policies
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- How to request a TLP promotion
- Projects - Create a Podling
- Projects - TLP requests and graduating podlings
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Other

Content by label
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- Apache and GitHub
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- ASF Mail Rejection Policy
- Buildbot Migration Install Notes
- Code signing
Use labels for everything

This page builds the index based on the labels on pages, and then alphabetically by title within each section. Label any page that you want to appear in the index by clicking the label icon beside the page title. Type 'infra-$service' in the search field and select the label that fits best. If there is no appropriate label, you can create one. If you do that, though, you need to add a section for that label to the index.
Review the existing labels here https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/labels/listlabels-alphaview.action

Contact us:

- email users@infra.apache.org
- Slack channel #asfinfra - http://infra.chat